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4. This is an Insurance Question. 

Answer all parts of this question: 

(A) On 1 May 2013, Jack Earls, a student who lives at The Quay, Dingle Co. Kerry, had his new 
iPad with Wi-Fi + Cellular stolen while visiting his brother Dylan in Tralee, Co. Kerry.  Jack 
reported it stolen that day to Garda Sinead Foley at the local Garda Station.  He told her that 
he had bought the iPad on 25 April 2013. The iPad was insured for €569 with Ward Insurance 
Ltd (Policy No. 525921RD).   

On 8 May 2013, Jack completed a claim form for his insurance company. 

(i) Complete the Claim Form for Ward Insurance Ltd, using the blank document on page 
13 of Section A. 

(ii) How much compensation is Jack entitled to receive?  

(iii) State and explain the principle of insurance relevant to the compensation he will receive. 

(iv) State and explain a principle of insurance that would apply when Jack was purchasing 
insurance for his iPad. 

(23) 

(B) Dylan recently bought his first car.  He is aged 22 and holds a provisional licence.  He rang an 
insurance company to obtain a quote for third party cover and comprehensive cover.  The 
person calculating the quote stated there would be a loading added on to the basic premium. 

(i) State two reasons why there would there be a loading on Dylan’s car insurance. 

(ii) Explain the difference between third party and comprehensive insurance cover. 

(iii) What is the title of the insurance company official who calculates the premium? 

(17) 
(40 marks) 
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Ward Insurances Ltd - Claim Form 

Name   

Address  

Policy No.  

Occupation   

Details of Loss/Damage 

Date   

Location   

Description of items lost/damaged Value (€) Date of Purchase 

   

   

   

Was loss/damage reported to the Garda Síochána?  (Tick () YES or NO) YES  NO  

If ‘Yes’, please 
complete this section:  

Date of reporting  

Garda Station  

Garda who took details  

Signed  

Date  

 
  

For use with Section B - Question 4 (A) (i) 




